The most efficient receiver-driven multicast congestion control protocols use dynamic channels. This means that each group has a cyclic rate variation with a continuously decreasing phase. Despite promising results in terms of fairness, using efficiently these dynamic groups could be a challenging task for application programmers. This paper presents a sequencer which maps out application data to dynamic groups in an optimal way. Multiple applications such as file transfer or video streaming, can use this sequencer, thanks to a simple AP I usable with any buffer containing the most important data first. To evaluate this solution, we designed a file transfer software using a F EC encoding. Results show the sequencer optimal behavior and the file transfer efficiency, as a single download generates only little more overhead than T CP . Moreover, download time is almost independent of the number of receivers, and is already faster than T CP with 2 competing downloads.
Introduction
Most multicast flows such as IPTV are streamed at a constant rate using U DP . To fairly share the bandwidth with T CP streams, several multicast congestion controls have been proposed. Highly scalable ones are layered and receiver-driven, thus each receiver can adapt its reception rate to the network capacity. In the first propositions, such as RLM [1] , RLC [2] or FLID-SL [3] , the layers correspond to multicast groups sent at a constant rate. Each receiver joins or leaves new multicast groups to respectively increase or decrease its reception rate. But, to avoid the multicast leave time latency problem, a new approach using dynamic rate groups has been proposed, such as FLID-DL [3] , W EBRC [4] or M 2C [5] . Each group begins to send at a high rate and slows down progressively until becoming quiescent. Thereby, a receiver has only to wait in order to reduce its reception rate. This solves the leave latency problem as a receiver only leaves a multicast group when it becomes quiescent. Despite promising results in terms of fairness, using efficiently these dynamic groups is a challenging task and as far as we know, no solution to this problem has been proposed yet. This paper presents a sequencer which maps out application data to dynamic groups in an optimal way. Multiple applications such as file transfer or video streaming, can use this sequencer, thanks to a simple AP I usable with any buffer containing the most important data first. Indeed, the application does not need to know anything of the dynamic layering mechanism and the sequencer is independent of the application as it works without knowing the data encoding scheme. To evaluate this solution, we designed a file transfer software using the sequencer and a F EC encoding. Results show the sequencer optimal behavior and the file transfer efficiency, as a single download generates barely more overhead than T CP . Moreover, download time is almost independent of the number of receivers, and is already faster than T CP with 2 competing downloads.
Addressed issues
An efficient massively scalable multicast congestion control uses several multicast groups with dynamic layering. Despite promising results in terms of fairness, using efficiently these dynamic groups is a challenging task and no solution to this problem has been proposed yet. The main purpose of this paper is to design a simple AP I, which enables to use dynamic multicast congestion control in an optimal way, and takes as parameter a buffer containing the most important data first. Therefore, a receiver which receives only N % of the source rate, obtains the first N % of the application buffer. Moreover, various applications can use this AP I without knowing anything about the dynamic layering used.
Multicast congestion control
This section gives the background on multicast congestion control, necessary to understand the design of an efficient sequencer. This description is based on the receiver-driven Multicast Congestion Control (M 2C) [5] protocol, but the sequencer is also compatible with FLID-DL [3] and W EBRC [4] .
The source part
The source part is quite similar to W EBRC and sends data using dynamic multicast groups (cf. figure 1 ). Each group begins to send at a high rate and then continuously decreases its rate. Once a group reaches a low rate threshold, it stops sending data and becomes quiescent. Therefore, a receiver just waits to decrease its reception rate and leaves only quiescent groups. Only the base group, which cumulative rate 1 is g0 in figure 1 , never becomes quiescent. The source uses a time division named Time Slot Index (T SI), which changes each Time Slot Duration (T SD) seconds. For each change of T SI, K groups become quiescent and K new groups start at the K highest rates. Let us define sub T SI the subdivision of the T SI corresponding to a duration of T SD/K. This notion of sub T SI will be used by the sequencer.
The receiver part
This is the complex part of the multicast congestion control, see M 2C [5] for details. First, the receiver computes the fair rate corresponding to its experienced network conditions. Then, the receiver joins multicast groups to receive a rate close to the computed fair rate. Since M 2C uses hierarchical cumulative groups, a receiver can join group N only after joining all groups from 0 to N − 1. Thereby, data sent to the lowest groups in the hierarchy are received by most receivers. Receivers of a static source design can only obtain a set of rates with a coarse granularity corresponding to the inter-groups rate granularity. Whereas, with dynamic source design a receiver can obtain almost any desired rate by joining groups more or less quickly, independently of the inter-group rate granularity. Indeed, figure 1 shows that if a receiver can get rate 1 by joining group at the shown time, another one can get rate 2 just by delaying its joins, and this with a smaller gap between rates 1 and 2 than between cumulative rates g1 and g2.
Principle of the sequencer
To illustrate the principle of the proposed sequencer, assume that we wish to send a video using a dynamic layering congestion control, such as each receiver obtains a video resolution corresponding to its reception rate. For each video frame, the video software generates a buffer containing the different resolutions. As explained before, the goal is to send the most important data to the lowest groups since most of receivers receives it. In these conditions, the source application has to map out its data in function of the continuously changing rate of each multicast group. This computation is too specific and too complex for the application level. The basic idea presented in this paper proposes to move this mapping complexity to a dedicated sequencer easily usable by various applications such as file transfer or video streaming. It provides a simple AP I, which only needs a hierarchically encoded buffer, without knowing the buffering scheme used by the application. The buffer has just to contain the most 1 The cumulative rate for the group of level L corresponds to L l=0 (rate l ). Figure 1 : Fine rate granularity due to source dynamic design important bytes at the beginning and the less important at the end. Then, the sequencer computes the amount of data that each multicast group can send, classifies and sequences the application buffer to send the most important data at the lowest groups. Thus, a receiver which receives N % of the source rate, obtains the first N % of the application buffer.
Proposition details
This section details how the sequencer splits incoming buffers into packets, orders and gives them to the multicast congestion control protocol, which schedules them.
Algorithm parameters
The sequencer provides a simple AP I easy to use, which only needs 3 parameters:
• The hierarchically encoded buf f er to send. It is important to note that the sequencer does not need to know the encoding scheme used.
• The time allowed to send the buffer (buf f er time). For example, if the buffer is a video frame, buf f er time is the duration of the frame. Concerning file transfer or any other application where the buf f er time value is not obvious, it can be inferred by the application thanks to the hierarchy used. Since each receiver must at least receive the first level of the hierarchy, the buf f er time must correspond to the time needed to send the amount of data of the first level at the minimal congestion control rate 2 . Also, the buf f er time is independent of any parameter of the congestion control like T SD.
• The length of the buffer (buf f er length). For a video codec, buf f er length depends on each image compression. For a file transfer, the ideal buf f er length is the amount of data sent in buf f er time at the maximal rate 2 .
The sequencer must query some parameters from the congestion control too, such as the amount of data that can be sent for each group during a given time slot. Once all these parameters acquired, the sequencer computes the optimal distribution to send the most significant data to the lowest groups available.
Packet classifier
To send the most important data at the lowest group available, the sequencer creates a packet hierarchy dependent on time and on the group used. The packet hierarchy is subdivided in: • A coarse grain hierarchy, which splits each group into tiles and sorts all tiles in function of their minimal rate. A tile corresponds to a group during a sub T SI. It takes T SD/K seconds for the minimal cumulative rate of group G N to become lower than the maximal cumulative rate of group G N −1 during the same period. For example, figure 2(a) shows:
-tile0 maximal cumulative rate a is equal to tile1 minimal cumulative rate b . This way, tile0 cumulative rate is lower or equal to tile1.
-tile0 minimal cumulative rate c is equal to tile2 maximal cumulative rate d . This way, tile0 cumulative rate is greater or equal to tile2.
The tile order of this example is: tile2 < tile0 < tile1. Meaning that the most important data must be send first in tile2, then tile0, then in tile1.
• A fine grain hierarchy to sort intra-tile packets. Depending on the join time, a receiver may get only the end of a tile, hence the hierarchy must be sorted in function of decreasing time: i.e. most important packet sent last.
Sequencer algorithm
The algorithm goal is to split the buffer into packets and to order these packets, sending the most important data at the lowest group available (i.e. figure 2(c) ).
The first thing to do is to split the buffer into Packet Data Units (P DU ). P DU will be identified by the triplet {j, g, s} where:
• j is the P DU number 3 . With j ∈ [0...J[ and J the number of P DU contained in the application buffer. All P DU have the same size, except the last one if the buf f er len is not a multiple of the default P DU size. • g is the group number to which P DU j will be send. With g ∈ [0...G[ and G the number of groups.
• s is the packet sequence number relative to g. With s ∈ [0...S g [ and S g the number of packets that the group g can send in buf f er time.
During buf f er time the same group can be partitioned into several tiles. Indeed, the algorithm splits the buf f er time into intervals defined by sub T SI, as illustrated by figure 2(b). Then, it requests the corresponding number of packets S g,i that the group g can send during interval i. All tiles are sorted by their minimal cumulative rates, in order to send most important P DU to the tile having the minimal cumulative rate possible. For example in figure 2(c):
• Tile 0 will send P DU j where j ∈ [0...S 0,0 [.
• Tile 8 will send P DU j where j ∈ [S 0,0 ...S 0,0 + S 0,1 [.
• etc.
For a given group, the tiles are sent following their chronological order: i.e. group 0 sends first tile 0, tile 4 and then tile 8. Finally, the packets of a tile are ordered following the fine grain hierarchy. Inside the same tile, a group continuously decreases its send rate, meaning that each tile must send less important P DU first, in order to send the most important data at the lowest rate available.
Sequencer header and receiver part
The sequencer header is composed of a buffer identifier and an offset relative to the application buffer.
The receiver stores in a reception buffer all the datagrams until one arrives with a new buffer identifier. Then, the AP I provides to the application an access function to get a list of all buffer parts received or only the contiguous segment starting at offset 0.
File transfer software design
The sequencer can be used by various applications. To this end we implement an efficient file transfer with a fine grained rate tuning. Our goal is to show the performances and the ease of using a dynamic multicast congestion control thanks to the sequencer. This software uses a cyclic data transmission scheme named carousel loop [6] and sends data following the flow diagram from figure 3(a):
• The file reader splits a file into blocks and give them to the F EC encoder.
• The F EC encoder generates repair symbols from the file blocks also named source symbols. The source and repair symbols form the F EC symbols.
• The application scheduler orders the F EC symbols into hierarchical buffers and pass them to the API.
• The sequencer orders the hierarchical buffers into packets assigned to groups.
• The network scheduler is a part of the multicast congestion control. It schedules packets for each multicast group. M 2C [5] is used for this evaluation.
The sequencer coupled with the network scheduler can be reused for other applications and provides functionalities similar to T CP , except reliability which is managed by the F EC encoder and the carousel.
Application scheduler
The application scheduler, derived from [7] , orders B blocks into buffers of N hierarchical levels (cf. figure 3(b) ), such as the distance between two occurrences of a block is maximized and the number of redundant blocks received is reduced: Thus, download time is halved each time the receiver doubles the number of levels received (cf. figure 3(d) ). Moreover, this property is valid whatever the first buffer b received. Fine rate granularity is provided by using a block size corresponding to the payload of a packet. Note that the levels used in the application scheduler are independent of network scheduler layers.
F EC encoder
A F EC code generates n symbols from k source symbols. The main advantage is that only k + ǫ (with ǫ small) distinct symbols suffice to recover the k source symbols. Maximum Distance Separation (M DS) codes (ǫ = 0), such as Reed Solomon [8] codes, have a low encoding/decoding rate which limits the number of usable symbols. Whereas Low-Density Parity-Check (LDP C) codes (ǫ = 0) release the limitation on the number of usable symbols and thus have an high encoding/decoding rate. Our file transfer software uses a LDP Ctriangle code [9] provided by the project "Planete-bcast" [10] library. Besides correcting packet losses, having numerous repair symbols can reduce the download time. The application scheduler analysis (cf. table 3(c)) shows that the number of unsent blocks before sending the first duplicated block is < N/2. Thus, having n = 2 * k symbols improves the application scheduler and ables to reduce the downloading time for each new level received (cf. figure 3(e) ).
File transfer evaluation
This section describes the testbed and the evaluation criteria used. Then, we analyze the application behavior for two different scenarii: 1 file transfer with 1 long competing stream and several file transfers with background traffic. 
Testbed
The file transfer software has been implemented [11] and evaluated on a testbed (cf. figure 4) composed of Linux routers running the XORP routing daemon (PIM-SM, IGMPv3 ) coupled with the Token Bucket Filter (T BF ) module to set the bottleneck rate (1 or 4 Mb/s) and the buffer size (queues of 25 packets). As multicast congestion control has a slow rate adaptation, it is best suited to manage long lived streams. Then, the size of the files transferred must not be too small and we have chosen three files whose sizes are:
• 4 MBytes for a transfer lasting at least respectively 32 and 8 seconds at 1 and 4 Mb/s. This does not able M 2C to converge to the fair rate and shows the behavior of the file transfer with important reception rate variations.
• 48 MBytes for a transfer lasting at least respectively 384 and 96 seconds at 1 and 4 Mb/s. This ables M 2C to reach the fair rate.
• 99 MBytes for a transfer lasting at least respectively 792 and 198 seconds at 1 and 4 Mb/s. This file is the maximal sized manageable by our source and receiver P Cs, due to memory limits.
The comparison is done between an unicast download client using T CP new-RENO congestion control algorithm with SACK option, and a multicast file transfer using our implementation [11].
Criteria
The file transfer performances evaluation criteria are based on:
• time: The number of seconds (s) used to download and recover the file.
• gput: The goodput corresponding to the application download rate (Kb/s).
• tput: The throughput corresponding to the link download rate (Kb/s).
• loss: The loss rate (%).
• dup: The duplicated symbols overhead (%) between the total number of F EC symbols received (received symbols) and the number of symbols needed by the F EC code to recover the file (k + ǫ): dup := (received symbols/(k + ǫ) − 1) * 100. The sequencer behaves well, if dup is close to 0.
• sym: The F EC symbols overhead (%) needed by the F EC code. It is the ratio between the number of source symbols (k) and the number of symbols needed by the F EC code to recover the file (k + ǫ): sym := ((k + ǫ)/k − 1) * 100.
• head: The header overhead (%) between the datagram or packet length (packet length) and the applicative data (applicative data) contained by the same packet: head := (packet length/applicative data − 1) * 100. Since packet length is 1480 and that unicast and multicast carry respectively 1460 and 1448 bytes of applicative data, head is a constant overhead: -1.4% for unicast streams, or 3.7% with ethernet and IP headers.
-2.2% for multicast streams, or 4.6% with ethernet and IP headers.
• net: The total network overhead (%). It is the ratio between the length of the file (f ile length) and the amount of data received at the link level (link nb data): net := (link nb data/f ile length − 1) * 100. This criterion represents a general estimation of the total overhead generated in the network and include overhead of dup, sym and head.
• comp: The computation time to recover the file after the last F EC symbol is received (%). It is the ratio between the time criterion and the time needed by the network to receive the file (network time): comp := (time/network time − 1) * 100. This criterion represents the time needed to restore the file once all the needed symbols are already received.
In the following results all these criteria are given with a confidence interval of 95% with a series of 20 tests for each experiment setup.
One file transfer with one long competing stream.
These tests show the file transfer (f t) behavior with a long competing stream:
• 1 T CP file transfer (T CP f t) competing with 1 T CP stream.
• 1 M 2C file transfer (M 2C f t) competing with 1 T CP stream.
• 1 M 2C file transfer (M 2C f t) competing with 1 M 2C stream.
In all these tests, T CP net is less than 5%, mainly composed of the 3.7% of header overhead. Table 5 (a) shows for 99 MBytes files that M 2C f t net is about 10%, mainly composed of at least 5.66% of sym and 4.6% of header overhead. Concerning the 4 MBytes file, M 2C f t net is between 13 and 16%. The increase of net is linked to a growth of additional F EC symbols required (8%). This can be explained as the ǫ extra symbols varies in function of the symbols received: all symbols have not the same importance. Moreover with small files, the tput variation is due to M 2C slow convergence to the fair rate, which confirms that M 2C f t is not suited for too short files. The small dup values prove the sequencer good behavior. T CP and M 2C streams use an Additive Increase and Multiplicative Decrease (AIM D) [12] mechanism producing cyclic losses. But, M 2C losses are more bursty, due to sudden rate variations when joining a new group. Regardless of the obtained throughput, the file transfer is not sensitive to the loss distribution and is quite as efficient with 3% of independent losses, as with 10% of bursty losses. Finally, download time differences are due to M 2C loose fairness when competing with another M 2C stream. The file transfer provides a fine grain rate as its behavior is not sensitive to the different bottleneck limitations and adapts itself to various tput.
File transfer with background traffic and multiple receivers.
These tests show the benefits of using M 2C f t when several receivers download the same file in a more realistic environment: 1 or 2 simultaneous downloads compete with background traffic composed of many short T CP connections such as those used for web browsing. These streams start times follow a Poisson process with an average of 10 streams per minute. Each stream sends an amount of data defined by an exponential distribution, such that 85% of the connections carry less than 6KB. Table 5 (b) shows that for both T CP f t and M 2C f t, net is similar with 1 or 2 receivers. However, T CP f t download time almost doubles when 2 receivers are involved, whereas M 2C f t download time remains stable. Thus, M 2C f t is able to take advantage of the multicast scalability, while unicast streams are forced to share the bandwidth with each other. Then, only 2 receivers are enough to make M 2C f t more advantageous than T CP f t. To show that the benefit of using M 2C f t increases with the number of receivers of the same file, we have done another series of tests with 5 receivers downloading the same 48M Bytes file competing with background traffic. Results shown in table 5(c) confirm M 2C f t performances. Indeed, these results point out that M 2C f t is almost independent of the number of receivers, while for T CP the download time increases linearly with the number of receivers.
Conclusion
This paper presents a new sequencer and AP I in order to ease the use of multicast congestion control with dynamic layering. Indeed, despite promising results in terms of fairness, using efficiently these dynamic groups is a challenging task for application programmers and no solution has been proposed yet. The sequencer maps out application data to dynamic groups in an optimal way. Multiple applications such as file transfer or video streaming, can use this sequencer, thanks to a simple AP I which takes as parameter a hierarchically encoded buffer, without knowing the hierarchy application scheme. Thereby, receivers get all the most important data they can afford, since they join groups from bottom-up due to the cumulative hierarchy used by the multicast congestion control. To evaluate our proposition, we designed a file transfer using this sequencer, a multicast congestion control, an application scheduler and a F EC coder. The evaluation on a testbed shows the optimal behavior of the sequencer and the file transfer efficiency. Indeed, it only produces a slightly larger overhead than T CP for a single download. Furthermore, the multicast file transfer is highly scalable, almost independent of the number of receivers, and is more advantageous than T CP starting at only 2 receivers. Finally, this file transfer receives a fine rate granularity, which is totally independent of the group hierarchy used by the multicast congestion control. Moreover, each receiver can start downloading at any time independently of the source or other receivers. Currently, the transferred file size is limited by the P C memory. Future work will focus on the use of an interleaver to release this limitation. Lastly, the sequencer AP I is usable by various applications and is already integrated in a video streaming software using a P V H [13] codec with dynamic source channels.
